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The surface impedance of2H-NbSe2 in the mixed state was measured over the frequency ran
10–3000 MHz in fields up to 2 T. A crossover between pinned and viscous flux-line dynamic
observed at a pinning frequency,vp. The measuredvp is compared to that predicted by a single-
particle “washboard potential” model of pinning. When the flux lattice is in an ordered state,vp is in
good agreement with the model. However, when it is in a metastable disordered state,vp is nearly two
orders of magnitude larger than expected, indicating the appearance of internal degrees of freedo
glassy dynamics. [S0031-9007(97)04967-3]

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.60.Ec, 74.60.Jg
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Pinning of the magnetic flux-line lattice (FLL) due t
material disorder plays an important role in the transp
properties of type-II superconductors [1]. When pinni
prevents the FLL from moving, dc transport is nondissip
tive and screening of electromagnetic fields is enhanc
In the moving state, pinning can cause tears in the e
tic structure of the FLL leading to plastic flow. The e
fects of pinning have recently been the subject of inte
study, resulting in observations of phenomena such as
rent induced annealing [2–4], flow along weakly pinn
channels [4–6], and finite response times to large cur
pulses [4,7]. So far, most studies of pinning have focu
on transport near the dc critical current density,jc, at which
the FLL breaks loose from the pinning centers and st
moving. A complementary approach, which we pres
here, is to probe the local properties of the pinning poten
by measuring the frequency dependence of the respon
subcritical ac currents [8].

Since a flux line is essentially massless [1], the equa
of motion for small oscillations in the pinned state is [9

h Ùu 1 kpu  F0jstd . (1)

wherejstd  je2ivt is the ac driving current density an
u is the displacement from equilibrium. The restorin
force constantkp is given by the curvature of the pin
ning potential, and the viscosityh is usually taken ash 
F0Hc2yrn (the Bardeen-Stephen value), withHc2 the up-
per critical field andF0 

h
2e the flux quantum. A charac

teristic pinning frequency,vp  kpyh, separates the low
frequency regime, where pinning dominates and the
sponse is nondissipative, from a high frequency regime
free flux motion with viscous response [9,10]. The pinni
potential in periodic systems (such as charge density wa
or a Wigner crystal) is usually described by the “was
board” model in which the lattice is replaced by a partic
trapped in a periodic potential,V sud  V0f1 2 cossk0udg,
with k0  2pyrp determined by a characteristic leng
scalerp of the pinning interaction (usually taken as th
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lattice spacing). For the FLL the washboard model giv
jc 

k0V0

F0
, kp  V0k2

0 , and predicts a simple connectio
betweenvp andjc,

vp 
kp

h


k0rn

Hc2
jc . (2)

In this Letter we report on the first measurements of
pinning frequency of the FLL in the lowTc superconductor
2H-NbSe2. The experiments employed a novel broadba
technique (described below) for measuring the ac respo
in the mixed state in the range 10–3000 MHz. We fi
that vp exhibits a striking sensitivity to the state of th
FLL: For the same field and temperature it can differ
as much as two orders of magnitude, depending on
extent of disorder in the FLL. This in turn depends on ho
the FLL is prepared: If the FLL is prepared by zero fie
cooling toT , Tc and then applying a fieldH, it enters
an ordered state forT , TmsHd and a disordered state fo
T . TmsHd [4]. HereTmsHd is a transition line marked by
a sudden rise injc. However, the disordered state is alwa
obtained when the field is applied before cooling. Belo
Tm the disordered state is metastable and can be anne
into the ordered state with a large current. These t
states of the FLL are possible candidates for the propo
vortex glass [11] (disordered) and pinned lattice or Bra
glass (ordered) [12]. Our present results show that, in
ordered state,vp is in good agreement with prediction
of the washboard model for the measuredjc but, in the
disordered state,vp is much larger and the model break
down. This breakdown of the single-particle model sign
the appearance of internal degrees of freedom and gl
dynamics in the disordered FLL.

Measurements were carried out on two single-crys
samples. For sample 1s2.5 3 2.5 3 0.1 mmd Tc 
7.2 K, DTc  80 mK, Hc2s3Kd  3.25 T, and the resid-
ual resistance ratio, RRR 23. This sample was grown
by vapor transport from a high purity stoichiometr
mixture of Nb and Se. Sample 2s4 3 4 3 0.025 mmd
© 1998 The American Physical Society 381
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was grown by the same method from a commercial NbS2
powder containing 200 ppm of Fe impurities, resultin
in Tc  5.85 K, DTc  80 mK, Hc2s3Kd  2.0 T, and
RRR  9. The Fe content accounts for the depress
Tc [13], but the narrow transition indicates good hom
geneity. Both types of samples exhibit the phenome
reported here. We focus on sample 2 which was measu
more extensively.

At finite frequencies when, due to shielding curren
the electromagnetic field penetrates only partially into t
sample, the directly accessible quantity characterizing
response is the surface impedance,Zs  Rs 2 iXs [14].
For example, when an rf signal propagates along a tra
mission line, the surface resistanceRs determines the dis-
sipation, and the surface reactanceXs introduces a phase
shift. Zs is related to the resistivity,r and the penetration
depthL, by Zs  s2im0vrd1y2  2im0vL. For a nor-
mal metal,L  dns1 1 idy2, with dn  s2rnym0vd1y2

the normal state skin depth. In the mixed state, the pe
tration depth is determined by the response of Cooper pa
normal fluid, and flux lines [15]:

L 

√
l2 1 id2

yy2

1 2 2il2yd
2
nf

!1y2

. (3)

Herel is the London penetration depth,dnf is the normal
fluid skin depth,dy  s2ryym0vd1y2 is the flux-line skin
depth, andry is the flux-line resistivity [16]:

rysvd  ry1svd 2 iry2svd 
v2 2 ivvp

v2 1 v2
p

H
Hc2

rn .

(4)

Our results will be expressed in terms of the reduc
variables, rs 

RssT ,Hd
RssTc ,0d  Ims 2L

dn
d and xs 

XssT ,Hd
XssTc ,0d 

Res 2L

dn
d, which eliminate thev1y2 dependence, due to th

skin effect [17]. Most of our results are in a range ofH,
T , and v, where the response is dominated by the fl
lines. In this limit,L  dys1 1 idy2 and

rs 2 ixs  s22iryyrnd1y2. (5)

In the free flux flow limit sv ¿ vpd, the response
reduces to that of a normal metal with resistivityrn

H
Hc2sTd :

rssT , Hd  xssT , Hd  fHyHc2sT dg1y2, T # TcsHd .
(6)

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup [7]. The sam
is mounted on a sapphire plate, which is attached to a st
less steel holder inside a vacuum can. A50 V copla-
nar transmission line, consisting of three Cu strips (o
central conductor between two ground planes) on an a
mina substrate, is placed close to the sample. The sam
Rs sXsd introduces a slight changes#1024d in the mag-
nitude (phase) of the signal propagating along the tra
mission line,Vrf. The mixer puts out a dc signal,VIF ~

jVrfj cosf, wheref is the phase difference between th
signals at the rf and LO ports of the mixer. The value
382
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of spectrometer (upper panel) a
sample holder with transmission line (lower panel).

VIF is determined mainly by attenuation and phase shifts
the cables. The effect of the sample’s surface impeda
onVIF is isolated by modulating the sample temperature
a low frequencys,5 10 Hzd with a resistive heater. This
creates a small ac component inVIF at the modulation fre-
quency proportional to cossfd dRs

dT 1 sinsfd dXs

dT , which is
detected with a lock-in amplifier. By tuningf to 0 or py2,
dRs

dT and dXs

dT were measured independently. The data we
taken in the linear regime: the ac current in the sample w
,1 mA s j , 1 Aycm2 ø jcd and the displacement of the
flux lines (,0.1 Å at 10 MHz) was negligible compared to
their spacing. H was along thec axis, and the ac current
was in thea-b plane.

We first present the results in the disordered state wh
is prepared by cooling from aboveTc to 3 K in constant
H. In Fig. 2 we show theT dependence ofrs and xs.
The data were obtained by slowly rampingT as dRs

dT or
dXs

dT was measured. The raw data were integrated to g
Rp

s sT d 
RT

T0

dRssT 0d
dT 0 dT 0, whereT0  3 K was the lowest

experimental temperature. To obtainrs from Rp
s , two

constants are needed: a scaling factor and an addi
constant,r0  rss3 Kd. For H  0, r0 is assumed to
be zero since we expectRs . 0 for T ø Tc, and the
scaling factor is determined by requiringrssTc, 0d  1. At
finite H the scaling factor remains unchanged (becau
the coupling between the sample and transmission l
is independent ofH) and r0sHd is set by using the fact
that rssTc, Hd  1 (becauseRs is independent ofH in
the normal state). The same basic procedure was u
for the reactance data, but in this casex0 ; xss3 K, 0d 
2ls3 K, 0dydn is always finite andx0 was determined by
fitting the data to (3), as described below.

The T dependence ofrs at 2.8 GHz is shown in
Fig. 2(a). At H  0, rssT d exhibits a sharp transition
and is flat belowTc, consistent with our assumption tha
RssT ø Tc, 0d  0. For H . 0, rs remains nonzero
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FIG. 2. The T dependence of the surface resistance a
reactance at 2.8 GHz [(a) and (b)] and 1 MHz [(c) and (d
for zero field shd, 0.02 T ssd, 0.1 T sdd, 0.25 T snd, 0.5 T
s,d, 1 T sed, and 1.5 Ts≠d. The FLL was field cooled in
all cases. The dotted lines were calculated using (6); the s
lines were calculated using (3). The double arrows show
deviation from the free flux flow case.

below TcsHd, indicating dissipation due to flux-line
motion. The increase inrs with H reflects the increasing
flux-line density. The dotted lines, calculated in the fr
flux flow limit from (6), have no adjustable paramete
since Hc2sT d was obtained from dc measurements
TcsHd. For H $ 0.1 T this expression gives good agre
ment with the data, indicating that at 2.8 GHz pinnin
is negligible, i.e. that the pinning frequency for th
disordered statevd

p ø 2.8 GHz. At lower H, when
dy becomes comparable tol, the response is no longe
dominated by the FLL, and the full expression (3) must
used. Fitting the data withx0 as an adjustable paramete
(solid lines), we obtainx0 , 0.09 at 2.8 GHz. This
value was used to process the reactance data show
Fig. 2(b). Thers and xs data for H , 0.1 T over the
entire temperature range could be fitted with this sin
parameter, which indicates that (3) correctly describes
interplay between the response of the flux lines and
Cooper pairs. Sincex0 

2ls3 K,0d
dn

and dn depends only
on rn, which was measured, the value ofx0 can be used
to determinel. From the data at several frequencies
the GHz range, we estimatel , 1200 1400 Å in sample
2 and ,1000 1200 Å in sample 1. Previous estimate
are scattered over the range 700–2500 Å [18].

In Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) we show the results at 13 MH
In this case, bothrs andxs drop well below the free flux
flow values (dotted lines), indicating thatvd

p . 13 MHz.
The frequency dependence of the response over the e
range, Fig. 3, exhibits a crossover from pinned to visco
behavior. Fitting the data to (5), withry given by (4),
givesvd

p  125 MHz for H  0.5 T andT  3 K. The
lower insets in Fig. 3 show that the data for allH collapse
when plotted as a function ofvyvd

psT , Hd. This universal
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FIG. 3. The frequency dependence ofRs (a) and Xs (b)
at 3 K and 0.5 T in the disordered state. Upper inset (a
temperature dependence of the pinning frequencys,d and the
critical current sjd at 0.5 T. Lower insets [(a) and (b)]: the
collapse of the data for all fields. Symbols are the same as
Fig. 2.

behavior shows that the frequency dependence of t
response of the FLL is completely characterized by on
parametervd

p as expected from (1).
We now turn to the response in the ordered state.

this state, if the FLL is heated aboveTm, it undergoes
an order-to-disorder transition that is irreversible in tem
perature [4]. ThusdRs

dT and dXs

dT cannot be obtained over
the entire temperature range and the additive consta
needed to determine the absolute values ofrs andxs can-
not be calculated. But from the relative changes,DrssT d
andDxssT d, which can be measured directly, we find tha
for frequencies in the GHz range the results are iden
cal to those obtained for the disordered FLL, wherea
in the MHz range they differ significantly. In Fig. 4(a)
we plot DrssT d at 13 MHz in both states. The data in
the disordered state is essentially constant inT , consistent
with the high value ofvd

p . However, in the ordered state
the results are consistent with free flux flow [the slope i
DrssT d is close to that at 2.8 GHz] indicating thatv0

p,
the pinning frequency of the ordered FLL, is in the MHz
range or lower. Below 1 MHz,dy is much greater than
the sample thickness, and thereforery can be accessed
directly with a standard four-lead technique. The dat
for ry1 and ry2 in both states are shown in Fig. 4(b).
They were taken on a sample which was from the sam
batch as sample 2 and had nearly identical parameters.
background signal, due to pickup, was determined fro
zero field measurements atT ø Tc and subtracted from
the data. In the disordered state bothry1 and ry2 are
383
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FIG. 4. Comparisons of the ac response for the field-cool
state and the ordered state belowTm. (a) DrssT d at 13 MHz.
(b) The frequency dependence of the complex resistivity. T
noise near 75 KHz is instrumental.

vanishingly small over the entire frequency range, indica
ing thatvd

p ¿ 200 kHz, in accord with the above results
By contrast,ry1 andry2 are finite in the ordered state and
their frequency dependence givesv0

p , 1 MHz.
To interpret the results we use the washboard mod

(2) to compare the measuredvp andjc. For the ordered
state data shown in Fig. 4(b),jc  70 Aycm2 and the
washboard model givesv0

p  1.4 MHz, in rough agree-
ment with the data. In the disordered state there is
large discrepancy between the magnitude of the measu
vp and the predictions of the model: For example,
3 K and 0.5 T, wherejc  350 Aycm2, the model gives
vp  2.6 MHz which is 45 times lower than the measure
value. This discrepancy is similar everywhere in theH-T
plane, except aboveTmsHd, where it is smaller. Moreover,
vd

p andjc exhibit a qualitatively different temperature de
pendence [upper inset of Fig. 3(a)]. This is especially pr
nounced nearTm, where jc increases withT while vp

decreases. Thus, the washboard model, which successf
describes the ordered state, fails for the metastable dis
dered state. The reason for this failure is inherent in t
single-particle treatment of the problem, in whichjc is the
current to drive the entire FLL out of the pinning poten
tial. However, if the flux lattice reorders prior to becoming
completely depinned (i.e., plastic flow occurs during th
depinning process),jc can actually occur earlier: at a cur-
rent at which the FLL becomes unstable to the creation
channels of mobile flux lines. Evidence for rearrangeme
and channel growth was previously observed with dc [4,
and pulsed current measurements [4,7], as well as in co
puter simulations [6]. However, the ac measurements a
not affected because the rearrangements cannot occu
the low driving currents and the short time scales of the
measurements.

The measurements described here have shown that
ordered FLL behaves as an elastic medium, whereas
disordered FLL exhibits metastability and plastic flow
associated with internal degrees of freedom. The sa
384
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behavior was also observed in sample 1 (the discrepa
betweenjc andvp was actually larger in this sample), eve
though little evidence of metastability and plastic dynami
could be detected in dc measurements. (Metastability w
also clearly seen in pulsed current measurements on
sample.) This suggests that, although metastability effe
are not typically seen in dc transport, they may, in fact,
common in flux lattices.
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